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Legal Disclaimer
It is requested to all go through this legal disclaimer segment
with full observation. In case of any uncertainty, advice should be
obtained from financial, legal, tax, or other experienced law and
enforcement practitioners. All the information items mentioned
below are not supposed to be delivered comprehensively and
may never be considered relative to the various contractual
relationships
Belonging to us, our uttermost desire is to make the information
provided in the white paper accurate and updated. All the
services, products, token distribution, technical architecture,
company timeline, and all these elements could be replaced
without any prior notice. Therefore, they can not be considered a
permanent agreement of proficient advice

Legal Disclaimer
METG White Paper does not limit any individual to sign any
contract or plunge into any obligatory legal commitment to the
white paper. Also, METG White Paper does not compose any
part or form of opinion that is considered advice, sell or solicit
any proposal by trillions to buy our token nor obliged to be
considered a part of any outcome that can be implemented for
the investment or contract decision formation.
In addition, the METG White Paper goes without any capacity
to make any person register for any contract or contemplate it
as a legal commitment bond to the white paper contribution.
Therefore, even no cryptocurrency, sales, or other payment forms
cannot be accepted based on this white paper. However, ensure
that any date or advancement or new METG information will be
obtainable for public or private contributors

Abstract
METG is a budding cryptocurrency platform established on Tron
(TRC). It also has transparency features and initial coin distribution
that I think is necessary for long-term decentralisation and
feasibility. Moreover, METG is a complete all-in-one ecosystem
that consists of an NFT marketplace, launchpad, Staking, and
swapping facility.

METG also provides exchange services and uses blockchain
technology to create a unique NFT marketplace. Community
members also hold accounts for decision-making to make asset
ownership look true

Introduction
METG is a modern world decentralised crypto platform based
on the TRC or Tron (a sovereign blockchain). METG is developed
as a high-performing platform to provide many services. METG
will be a complete ecosystem that will offer many characteristics
like NFT marketplace, Staking, and exchange. In addition,
METG will design its dedicated NFT marketplace to connect the
decentralised communities. This will let people own exclusive
rights to characters, music, videos, unique themes, and much
more.
Staking will let users generate yield in return for METG. METG is
revolutionising the blockchain market with a more accessible,
open, and fair worldwide financial system with the help of
Tron crypto swapping. Far from other conventional platforms,
our digital wallet allows the investors or lenders to generate
maximum profit to the user’s crypto asset.
METG is currently launching its dedicated launchpad, where
users can set up their coins to raise resources for their investment.
It bridges the gap between fundraisers and investors

Mission
METG aims to ‘Lift METG To Prosper’ by offering lenders or
investors a user-friendly, innovative approach. It is also a onestop-shop ecosystem to get everything they require to locate
new upcoming coins and make and research a better-educated
decision. This is to ensure whether or not to fund using the
platform in the company of decentralized blockchain

This is done to give every person worldwide a fair chance for
improvement and manage their financial security. Our mission
is:

•

Increased positive pressure price and decreased volatility in holding of digital
assets.

•

Provide every holder with easy and effective ways to get exposure to digital assets.

•

Perform as a community-driven and community-focused digital asset, completely
centralised in every aspect.

•

Minimise the entry barrier into an improved and advanced financial ecosystem.

•

We aim to lead the growth of Decentralised Finance (DEFI) adoption - this takes
place when the users feel confident in exploring the blockchain devs & space are
supported to establish the future of decentralisation

Vision
We thrive on implementing ‘Cryptocurrency’ in all portfolios.
We visualise a world with strategies of wealth-building that were
only obtainable to elite individuals before available to everyone.
We transfer our financial system’s power back to people.

METGenvisions creating a revolutionary ecosystem to get more
people to invest in digital assets and helping them to generate
passive income using reflection/redistribution. This is achieved by
holding the long-term METG, including privacy, power, security,
and anatomy maintenance. METGwill create an ecosystem that
would be based on policies of sound monetary along with the
sound and rock-bottom decentralised foundation

METG
METG is a multi-blockchain funded platform that bridges the
gap between lender-investor or fundraiser and the protocol of
decentralised cryptocurrency. Our objective is to connect the
global ecosystem for borderless transactions for crowdfunding
a new project. Furthermore, we give the investor the power to
research a new coin during this time.
We allow the investors to educate themselves through superior
information globally. This is done with reduced uncertainty
powered by Tron compliant platform. Furthermore, we ensure
stability, clarity, immutability and eliminate manual errors during
recording by influencing Tron-based state-of-art smart contract
technology.
METG helps new projects captivate the community by authorising
new coin listings before the innovative METG Launch directory. It
carries all the details that are related to the token/coin. METG is
a multi-blockchain-powered launchpad that helps raise capital
from lenders or investors

METG
METG supports Tron coin (TRC) token/coin. Our launchpad’s
crucial feature is whitelist IDO, which means that you have to
sign-up to participate in IDOs in advance. These are generally
hallmarks of widespread IDOs that possess a limited number of
coins.

KYC is an authentication process that users have to go through
to:

•

Authenticate their identity and connect it to METGWallet

•

Get more understanding of the customer’s potential activities and
determine whether those activities are legal or not

•

Evaluate the possible risks of money laundering with a specific customer

Why is METGSafer than the
Rest?
METG thrives on saving millions of investors in lost funds. But
unfortunately, the crypto market has become notorious with
well-known ‘rug-pull’ scams where the dishonest presales sell
coins and suddenly disappear as the sale proceeds. Then investors
are left broke, knowing that they are more likely never to get
their money back again. Hundreds of million dollars have been
scammed single handedly this way through various protocols in
recent years.
METG reduces the possibilities of such scams. The sales factories
and smart contracts ensure automated lock and liquidity on
every transaction. This easy fix drives the sellers to lock their funds
and liquidity for the specified duration. Investors can purchase
presale tokens comfortably because of the liquidity lock duration
registered on the launch page. The smart contracts set up a
safe environment. Nevertheless, the selling and minting token
problems remain. If there are faulty codes of budding projects,
frauds and scams still occur.
However, other protective measures like audits can help to reduce
this. We are still auditing contract processes; METG has selfoperated liquidity adding processes since the launch date. This
reduces the seller’s chances to run away with funds immediately
as the liquidity is added automatically

METGNFT
METG is a crucial part of the ecosystem that deals with NFTs. NFT
stands for Non-fungible Tokens that are non-interchangeable
and unique assets minted on-chain. These coins or tokens can
be connected to anything, starting from physical assets to
digital. The key attributes of NFTs grant them a unique value and
separate them categorically from the rest of the assets.
These properties incorporate being indivisible and verifiably
unique. Furthermore, the underlying code is transparent, which
means that the ownership and scarcity of any specified token are
visible without any trusted intermediary. We see the surfacing of
NFT as a prolongation of revolution from centralized systems to
decentralized systems.
This foundation opens new business models for the physical
collectible and digital creators. A new type of widely popular
NFT project is ‘METG’. The fundamental token for every METG
encrypts a unique genome that depicts its traits, appearance,
and hereditary ancestry. Also, METG is inept at transferring or
replicating without authorisation

How is METG ecosystem
changing the NFT?
Since old times, authentication, provenance, transparency,
copyright, authentication, and forgery have created issues in
the movie, music, art & entertainment industry. Moreover, the
industry has traditionally been regulated by the elites who can
invest a fortune on music labels or a single art piece.
On the other hand, art and music are undeniably intended to
be loved by everyone, and they can surpass all economic and
social barriers. Fortunately, METG has designed an ecosystem
that mitigates the obstacles mentioned above. Currently, the
music & art industry has produced and successfully developed
sophisticated and amazing art pieces.
We at METG are ready for changing the way NFTs are sold,
purchased, sponsored, marketed, loved, and created

Key Attributes:
•

Enhanced Transparency

•

True Ownership

•

Reduced chance of Forgery

•

Authenticity

•

Copyright Asset

NFT Valuables:
• Limited
The NFT shortage adds to their charm. The developers of NFT
may create an unlimited number of NFTs and often redesign the
tokens to keep the users interested.

• Indivisible
Most NFTs are indestructible into compact units. So you can’t
purchase any digital asset unless you pay for it.

• Unique
NFT is accurate and completely safe because of its robust
information tab. In addition, this attribute makes it more potent
and unique

Benefits of NFTs
The NFT shortage adds to their charm. The developers of NFT
may create an unlimited number of NFTs and often redesign the
tokens to keep the users interested.

• Easily Transferable
Most NFTs are indestructible into compact units. So you can’t
purchase any digital asset unless you pay for it.

• Trustworthy
NFT is accurate and completely safe because of its robust
information tab. In addition, this attribute makes it more potent
and unique

• Maintain Ownership Rights
This is an open network platform with the same proportion as
NFT, with no investor able to change the data later

METG Exchange
METG is a futuristic decentralized exchange built for trading
TRC-20 tokens. Decentralized exchange is different from the
centralized exchange as it lets the users control their funds by
managing their crucial functions on cryptocurrency.
They leverage crypto technology to create a transparent and safer
trading environment. Moreover, it resolves the key limitations
faced by crypto markets since there is no focal point of failure,
positioning them with what made the blockchain technology so
strong.
Most of the decentralized exchanges are not completely
decentralized. They are semi-decentralized. This is because
today, full decentralization is more perfect due to limitations
hereunder. In most cases, centralized servers still organise order
books but don’t hold on to the private keys.
Another intermediate aspect is the benefits, characteristics, and
limitations that the decentralized exchange presents, and they
are:

Order Book
The exchange divides the sell orders and actual buy, and the
open order produced list indicates the order book. The trade
among users is closed by the exchange automatically when an
order searches for an offer that fulfils its parameters, and then
those orders are taken out from the list. Users can navigate the
current market rates by using the order book

• User Verification & Authorization
The first step of every new user to exchange is Authorization, so
make it as simple as possible. Verification is crucial for securing
the transparency of the transaction and reducing the fraud risk

• History Of Transactions
The central information about the transactions comprises a
completed trade list, i.e. the amount, the exchange rate, and the
transaction time. It lets people keep a record of their activities

• User Interface (UI)
The platform components are all connected to the users in
one way or another. Therefore, it would help focus on creating
a convenient interface that is easy to comprehend. Otherwise,
then only technicians will know to use this platform

• Analytics
The analytical tools support the companies in understanding the
industry trends in a better way and developing their strategies
accordingly. In addition, traders hire several technical indicators.

• Notifications & Alerts
Push-to-alert is suitable for traders and you because they certify
if important events are not overlooked

METG Staking
METG is established on the Tron platform, which is sustainable,
working on a gamble. Besides being the greatest crypto
exchange based on trading volume, Tron gives exemplary Staking
services. Furthermore, it ensures the safety of the user’s funds by
leveraging the essential security measures and providing SAFU,
which is the short form of Secure Asset Fund of Users.
Our Staking method while writing is possibly one of the most
sustainable and safest methods to generate passive income. Our
platform stores all coins at Stake using 2-factor authentication
and a secured wallet. METG Staking is rapidly becoming a trend of
making passive income by merely locking or storing funds in the
wallet as more and more companies and individuals, including
institutional investors, recognize the power of the cryptocurrency
market.

METG Staking
Since Staking cryptocurrencies involves certain know-how-to
technological crypto aspects and compliance criteria, METG
staking platforms are convenient. It lets investors involving users
who lack technical knowledge of blockchain technologies bet
PoS (proof of Stake) coins and earn rewards. The Staking network
grants you their authentic Stake and professional skills from your
behalf on your Staking prizes for a small percentage that lets you
make profits.

Staking platforms that allow the investors to gather Staking
interests rose in reaction to the fleeting growth in crypto Staking.
So if you are interested in generating passive income through
Staking and love crowdfunding, METG is the place to be

Benefits of METG Staking
Staking is profitable in cryptocurrencies as it helps you earn
rewards by keeping hold of coins on any exchange and making
money. It is the easiest way to make money in decentralization
when an investor is Staking and holding on to a coin. The stumpy
risk probabilities and energy consumption are sufficient in
Staking compared to mining.
METG is there to help you. Here are some quantifiable benefits of
coin Staking with METG :

•

Hardware Not Required

Contrary to proof of work, hardware or any other specific equipment
is not required for Staking cryptocurrency. Likewise, no equipment is
required for proof of Stake. You only need to hold the coin for a specific
time interval by any exchange or holder

•

Passive Income

Stakeholders generate incentives by controlling and holding their
digital assets. The reward of Staking is Passive Income

Benefits of METG Staking
•

Scalability

In the world of blockchain, scalability is an often-used concept. It
concerns the potential of computational processes to be generated
or used in several ways. As displayed by the lower fees and higher
transaction outputs of cash, it makes greater scalability

•

Eco-Friendly

As compared to the proof of stake, cryptos consume less energy. They
are more sustainable. Thus their Carbon Footprint is low or has little to
no environmental effects

•

Cost-Effective

Proof of stake cryptocurrencies are generally less energy consuming
and inexpensive platforms with no specific and costly hardware.
Contrary to proof of work blockchains, proof of stake blockchains is
more eco-friendly and cost-effective. Therefore, the stakers can make
more passive income through cash

•

Highly Secured

The modern world is dealing with the biggest issue of privacy and
security, and This offers a stable and swift portal financed by a
contract. This makes it superior to others. Furthermore, the contract
provides a highly fast and secure platform for crypto Staking users.

METPAY
METPAY wallet is a multi-chain wallet. This version of METPAY is
compatible with both iOS and Android. The METPAY is exclusively
focused on allowing users to interact with their ecosystem and
manage their tokens. The private key wallet is stored inside
the user’s device and protected with biometric authentication
technology and Secure Enclave.

Users can use all the normal wallet functions that it provides.
They can track their balance along with sending and receiving
tokens. Users can exchange through METPAY wallet and swap
and use their token. The wallet lets users acquire decentralized
changes to change between their tokens easily.

METPAY wallet is fast & secure and has charged low transaction
fees for others. Users can vote and donate to the organization
with their wallets. In addition, a user can hold, Stake, and swap
with a METPAY wallet

Here are a few important METPAY wallet features:

•

Easy To Use

Like a regular software or wallet, you can use a METPAY wallet for
your day-to-day transactions.

•

Highly-secure

It’s about securing your private key.

•

Allows Instant Global Transactions

These are without intermediaries and are barrier-free.

•

Low Transaction Fees

The fund transferring cost is lesser than the traditional banks.

•

Multiple Cryptocurrency Transaction Support

This lets easy currency conversions.

Why METG Token?
Transparency & Immutability
With METG, an audit trail is there to track where the coins came
from every time coin exchange is recorded on Tron. So not just
does it help improve security and prevent fraud in the world of
blockchain, but it also helps verify traded assets’ authenticity

Lower Fees
The METG transactions associated fees are much less than those
related to credit cards and debit cards, along with BACS Payment
wire transfers.

Transaction Traceability
METG is way more secure than the rest of the record-keeping
systems as every new transaction is linked and encrypted to the
previous transactions. Furthermore, METG is formed by a complex
mathematical numbers string, and it can’t be altered easily. This
incorruptible and immutable nature of METG makes it safer from
hackers and falsified information once formed

Easy To Use
Easy to use is the reason METG has some value. You just need
an internet connection and a smart device, and then you can
instantly do your money transfers and payments

Open For Global Acceptance
METG enables transactions and introduces them to a wider
audience. A bonus benefit of METG is its decentralized nature, so
trading is carried out globally. Blockchain technology will enable
a financial paradigm shift that will make everyone financially
empowered, connected, and enabled.
The METG has no boundary to be utilised regardless of any
geographical location. This has a drastic effect on international
fee

payments.

Traditionally,

international

transfers

have

significantly higher fees than payments and transfers. Therefore,
the international transactions and payments of cryptocurrencies
are the same as domestic

Transaction Efficiency
METG payments and transactions have no negotiating institution
or involvement of the government. So, the transaction cost is kept
less. Furthermore, transfers that happen very fast eliminate the
inconvenience of the waiting period and typical authorization
requirements

Tron Compliance
METG is based on Tron compliant tokens, proving that it has
functions that support all Tron tokens

Increased Liquidity For Investors
METG have high liquidity and are tradable. The significance of
high liquidity market stability, asset prices, accuracy in technical
analysis, and faster transactions

Token Details
Token Name —----------------------------------- Meta Smart Token
Platform —---------------------------------------- Tronscan
Type —---------------------------------------------- TRC20
Symbol —------------------------------------------ METG
Total Supply --------------------------------------- 10 Crore
•

25% for the Staking purpose

•

25% for the Staking Distribution

•

25% for the Referral Distribution

•

25% for the Foundation
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